MAGIC VIEW WINDOW

INSTALLER: Leave these instructions with consumer.
CONSUMER: Retain for future reference.

IMPORTANT: THIS MAGIC VIEW WINDOW ADDENDUM IS IN ADDITION TO THE MAIN INSTRUCTIONS INCLUDED WITH YOUR GRILL. READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY BEFORE STARTING INSTALLATION OR USE.

Fire Magic premium grills equipped with the Magic View Window option allow the chef to check on grilled foods without lifting the hood and losing valuable heat.

Made of heat-resistant transparent ceramic glass, the Magic View Window is not affected by extremely high temperatures or substantial temperature shifts, due to its exceptionally low thermal expansion. This material is the same as that on high end cook tops.

Grease and smoke from cooking will cause deposits on the window, reducing its functionality. Regular cleanings will assure optimal performance. Follow these recommended guidelines when cleaning your Magic View Window:

• First; wipe/clean the inside of the window using a degreaser or soapy water solution.
• Second; if necessary, use a blade scraper to remove stubborn baked on deposits.
• Finish by cleaning your Magic View Window with a conventional glass cleaner or a tested and approved glass-ceramic cleaner.

WARNING: Under no circumstances use abrasive sponges, scouring powder or abrasive cleaners, as these will cause damage to the surface. Be sure all cleaner and cleaner residue is removed from your Magic View window before cooking on your grill. Left on cleaning residue will cause the window to fog or discolor if left in place when the grill is in use.